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Abstract

A new method to compute the [Afρ] parameter from radial profiles
of the dust coma is presented. The relationships allowing to compute the
parameter are presented in details. The advantages of this new method
are discussed and an example of calculation is given.

1 The “classical” relationship for [Afρ]

The [Afρ] parameter is of common used in cometary photometry. This param-
eter has been introduced by A’Hearn et al. (1984) to describe the brightness of
cometary dust comae. It is defined as the product of the Bond albedo of the
dust grains by the so-called “filling factor” and by the radius of the diaphragm
used to perform the measurement. The filling factor is the ratio of the geometric
cross section of all the grains present in the diaphragm divided by its surface
πρ2 projected on the sky. A’Hearn et al. (1984) have shown that this value can
be measured using the following relationship:

[Afρ] =
(2 ∆ rh)2

ρ

(
Id

i�

)
(1)

where ρ is the radius of the diaphragm within which the measured flux Id

of solar light reflected by the dust grains has been measured. The parameters
∆ and rh represent the geo– and helio–centric distances of the comet. They are
provided by ephemeris programs such as JPL’s Horizons facility.

The parameter i� is the solar irradiance at 1 AU in the instrument bandpass:

i� =
1

λE

∫
T (λ) QCCD(λ) iS(λ) dλ (2)

where T is the transmission curve of all the optical components encoun-
tered by the incoming photons (mirrors, filters, etc.), QCCD defines the spectral
dependence of the quantum efficiency of the detector, and iS is the spectral
solar irradiance. The integration is performed in the wavelength range in which
the integrated function is not negligible. The parameter λE is the “equivalent
width” of the bandpass defined in the relationship (??):

λE =
∫

T (λ) QCCD(λ) dλ (3)
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Table 1: Characteristics of the main parameters used in this article.
Name Unit Typical value Definition
[Afρ] m 0.1

ρ m 107 radius of the diaphragm
∆ m 1011 geocentric distance
rh AU 1 heliocentric distance
δ m 106 projected pixel scale
δ′ rad 10−6 pixel scale in radians
i� W m−2 Å

−1
0.1 mean solar irradiance

Id W m−2 Å
−1

10−16 dust flux in physical units
IADU ADU 105 dust flux in ADU
λE m 10−7 equivalent width
F0 W m−2 Å

−1
10−12 flux for zero-magnitude

χ mag airmass−1 0.1 atmospheric extinction
am airmass 1 airmass
ZP mag 20 zero–point
texp s 100 exposure time
A1 W m−2 Å

−1
pix−1 10−19 see section 2

A2 W m−2 Å
−1

10−19 see section 2

The flux Id of the continuum integrated in a diaphragm of radius ρ centered
on the nucleus is measured in ADU by integrating the signal in a synthetic
diaphragm. The radius of this diaphragm in pixels is deduced from ρ taking
into account the pixel size δ calculated in the same units as ρ and deduced from
the pixel scale in arcsec and from the geocentric distance ∆. The dust flux Id can
only be calculated when the zero-point ZP and the atmospheric extinction χ
have been measured. This is done classically through measurements of standard
stars1. One way to compute this flux is through a “conversion factor” C which
allows to convert DN’s to physical units:

C =
F0

texp
10−0.4(ZP−χ am) (4)

where F0 gives the flux in the filter bandpass corresponding to a magnitude
m = 0, am is the airmass of the comet at the time of the observation, and texp

is the exposure time of the acquired image. The flux Id in physical units is
deduced from the measured flux IADU (in ADU) by:

Id = C × IADU (5)

Possible units and orders of magnitudes for the variables defined in this
section are summarized in Table 1.

1The absolute calibration of CCD images is out of the scope of the present article.
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2 Radial profile and [Afρ]

A radial profile describes the evolution of the signal as a function of the dis-
tance p from the nucleus (optocenter), in pixels. Let us assume that we have
computed the radial profile BADU (p) from the image. The radial profile can be
easily computed for instance after a conversion of the original image to polar
coordinates. The calibrated radial profile can be easily deduced from BADU

using the conversion factor C defined by the relationship (4):

Bd(p) = C ×BADU (p) (6)

We then perform a fit of the profile by the following function:

Bt(p) = A1 +
A2

ρ
(7)

where A1 and A2 are two parameters deduced by a chi-square fit of the
measured radial profile Bd(p). The relationships used to compute the coefficients
A1 and A2 from the radial profile Bd(p) are given in Jorda et al. (1995). Note
that the fit must be performed using the values Bd(p) in a range of radii p1 ≤
p ≤ p2. The value of p1 is proportional to the seeing of the images (in pixels).
The value of p2 is as large as possible, but must not exceed the distance from
the nucleus beyond which the radial profile starts to depart from the canonical
ρ−1 behavior. This can be checked by plotting the measured and fitted radial
profiles. The value of A1 represents the contribution of the sky background
in physical unit per pixel. The value of [Afρ] is directly related to the A2

parameter:

[Afρ] =
(

A2

i�

)
×

(
8π r2

h ∆
δ′

)
(8)

where δ′ is the pixel scale in radians. This relationship is different from
that given by Jorda (1995) because the radial profile is assumed here to be in
different units. The following relationship establishes the link between both
relationships:

[Afρ] =
(

A2

i�

)
×

(
8π δ r2

h

Ω

)
(9)

where Ω = δ′2 is the solid angle of one pixel. One can easily retrieve the
definition of the [Afρ] parameter given in the relationship (1) by summing up
the contributions of the radial profile (7) until p reaches the limit radius ρ of
the diaphragm used in the definition of [Afρ].

The method presented here has several advantages with respect to the clas-
sical method presented in section 1: (i) it allows to take into account all possible
diaphragms at the same time, (ii) it automatically removes the signal from the
nucleus in the estimate of [Afρ], and (iii) it automatically takes into account
(and remove) the sky background during the calculation. For all these reasons,
the value of [Afρ] deduced from the radial profile is often 5 − 10 % lower, but
the value becomes also more reliable.
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Table 2: Parameters related to the observation used in this section.
Name Value

∆ 0.726 AU = 1.09 1011 m
rh 1.579 AU
ρ 10 pix = 5005 103 m
δ′ 0.96 arcsec = 4.65 10−6 rad
δ 500.5 103 m

texp 1080 s
χ 0.110 mag airmass−1

am 1.23
ZP 17.11 mag
F0 1.20 10−12 W m−2 Å

−1

i� 0.101 W m−2 Å
−1

C 1.80 10−22 (W m−2 Å
−1

pix−1)/(ADU s−1)
IADU 70800 ADU

Id 2.51 10−16 W m−2 Å
−1

A1 463 ADU pix−1 = 8.34 10−20 W m−2 Å
−1

pix−1

A2 1.79 10−19 W m−2 Å
−1

3 Example

Let us consider an image of comet 9P/Tempel 1 obtained at the 1-m telescope
at Pic du Midi on May 18, 2005. The parameters of the observations are sum-
marized in Table 3. The geometric parameters ∆ and rh come directly from the
ephemeris of the comet. The filter used is the near infrared I filter, for which
we have calculated the mean solar irradiance i� using the relationships (2) and
(3). The value of the parameter F0 for the I filter is tabulated in textbooks.

The pixel scale δ′ (and δ, which is deduced from δ′ and ∆) comes from an
astrometric reduction of the field (or of previous fields observed with the same
telescope and instrumental setup). The exposure time texp of the image used to
compute [Afρ] must be kept in the header and/or in a logbook. The airmass
am is calculated from the elevation of the comet at the time of the observa-
tion, another quantity given in the ephemeris of the comet. The photometric
parameters χ and ZP are calculated from the photometric reduction of the ob-
servations of standard stars observed during the same night.

All these parameters allow to compute the parameters given in the second
part of Table 3. The [Afρ] parameter deduced from the relationship (1) is
294 cm. The A1 and A2 parameters are deduced from a fit of the radial profile.
From the value of A2 of Table 3, a value of [Afρ] = 259 cm is found using the
relationship (8). This value is lower than the value deduced with the classical
relationship of section 1.
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